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Cells of all shapes and sizes are able to calculate the location of their middles in order to divide into
two during mitosis. Minc et al. (2011) and Gibson et al. (2011) now show that simple mechanical
models accurately predict cleavage-plane positioning, and that geometrical interactions between
neighboring cells are sufficient to generate ordered patterns of mitosis in growing epithelia.Biological tissues are remarkable in their
ability to maintain ordered structures
through development, growth, and repair.
Cells appear to ‘‘know’’ what constitutes
proper organization and form appropriate
shapes in response to external and
internal cues. How do the molecular
components of the cell work together as
dynamic ensembles to establish proper
tissue organization? In this issue of Cell,
two studies (Minc et al., 2011 and Gibson
et al., 2011) together give us a better
understanding of how ordered tissue
structures can naturally and robustly
emerge from the self-assembly and
mechanical properties of the constituent
molecules and cells. Both studies
elegantly demonstrate how cell shape,
most likely sensed by the mitotic spindle,
serves as a major determinant of future
cell and tissue development.
The tendency of cells to divide along
their longest axis was first noted almost
150 years ago (Hofmeister, 1863). How
does a mitotic spindle know where this
axis lies? Minc et al. address this question
by observing the initial mitosis of sea
urchin embryos that have been forced
into microfabricated chambers of
precisely defined size and shape. They
find that mitosis is robust to a wide variety
of imposed shapes ranging from simple
circles, ellipses, squares, and rectangles
to more exotic stars, L shapes, and tear-
drop shapes. Importantly, they find good
agreement with the general observation
that spindles tend to align with the longest
axis.
However, in weakly rectangular cells,
the cleavage plane forms not along the
diagonal but along the longest axis of
symmetry. This axis is predicted by thenucleus, which becomes located at the
geometric center of the cell and elongates
perpendicular to the future cleavage
plane. Nuclear positioning and elongation
in this system depend on intact microtu-
bules, which appear to exert a tensional
force on the elastic nucleus presumably
via their interactions with the cell cortex
(Figure 1A).
Inspired by these observations and
previous modeling efforts (Grill et al.,
2003), Minc et al. construct a mechanical
model for cleavage-plane positioning
based on microtubule length-dependent
nuclear pulling forces (Hays et al., 1982).
Their model accurately predicts cleav-
age-plane positioning in cells of different
shapes and types, even dramatically re-
producing the spindle orientations of cells
in a 1900 drawing of pigeon spermato-
cytes. The results suggest that cell-
shape-dependent interactions between
the cortex and the nuclear envelope are
major determinants of cleavage-plane
positioning, although it remains to be
understood exactly how these forces are
generated in a microtubule length-depen-
dent manner.
Which forces determine cell shape and
division orientation in amulticellular tissue
such as a growing epithelium? One
important factor to consider must be the
shape of neighboring cells. Gibson et al.
begin with the observation that in multiple
tissue types, from the Drosophila wing
disc to cucumber epidermis, there is
a strong bias toward hexagonal shapes,
with other polygons occurring less
frequently (Gibson et al., 2006; Aegerter-
Wilmsen et al., 2010; Patel et al., 2009;
Farhadifar et al., 2007). To investigate
the forces underlying the maintenance ofCell 144this ordered arrangement of hexagonal
cells, Gibson et al. construct and test
models in which the shapes of cells
surrounding a mitotic cell influence the
orientation of the cleavage plane.
In the case of a quadrilateral cell lying
adjacent to a mitotic cell, a simple
mechanical model of outward pressure
resisted by elastic spring-like edges
predicts that the mitotic cell will deform
so that its short axis points toward the
adjacent quadrilateral (Figure 1B, left
panel). In contrast, an adjacent octagon
will also induce deformation in the mitotic
cell, but in this case the mitotic cell long
axis will point to the adjacent octagonal
cell (Figure 1B, right panel). Assuming
that cells tend to divide along their long
axes, cleavage-plane orientation should
depend upon the number of sides in the
neighboring polygon. In this way, quadri-
laterals are biased toward gaining edges,
whereas octagons tend not to gain edges.
The shape-dependent division rule, in
contrast to a random division rule,
achieves a narrower distribution of cell
shapes and therefore yields more ordered
epithelial tissues.
Gibson et al. test their assumption that
cells divide their longest axis by observing
cell division live in this tissue. They find
that although the long-axis division rule
appears to hold in the majority of cases,
the division plane in a proportion of cells
fails to form as predicted. It would be
interesting to test whether a combination
of the microtubule length-dependent
mechanism put forward by Minc et al.
and the neighboring cells model might
have enhanced predictive power
in situations in which neither on its own
is effective. For example, cleavage-plane, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 325
Figure 1. Cell Shape Regulates Positioning of the Nucleus and the Mitotic Cleavage Plane
(A) Microtubules sense cell shape, pulling the nucleus into the cell center and promoting nuclear elongation and cleavage-plane positioning. Efficient centering
depends on long microtubules exerting a stronger tensional force than short microtubules.
(B) The neighbors of a mitotic cell influence its shape and positioning of the cleavage plane. Four-sided neighbors tend to elongate the central cell such that their
short axes point toward the quadrilateral, whereas eight-sided neighbors tend to attract the long axis. Because it is most often the long axis that is divided during
mitosis, quadrilaterals tend to gain sides whereas octagonal cells tend not to.orientation appears to be specified during
interphase or prophase and persists
through mitosis. However, Minc et al.
show that if metaphase-arrested single
sea urchin cells are forced to adopt a
different shape, the cleavage plane can
reposition within 30 min in a microtu-
bule-dependent manner. How then is the
cleavage-plane position normally pre-
served through mitosis, even though cell
shape becomes relatively rounded during
the division process? Perhaps the geom-
etry of neighboring nonmitotic cells plays
a role here.
In many disease processes including
cancer, cells may lose their sense of order
giving rise to aberrant geometric struc-
tures. Which aspects of these models
become altered to drive pathologic
changes in cell shape? Further work in
this direction will not only provide insights
into the mechanisms of cancer progres-
sion but may also reveal more clues as326 Cell 144, February 4, 2011 ª2011 Elsevieto how intracellular signaling and
mechanical constraints interact (Meyers
et al., 2006).
Taken together, these models both
demonstrate that surprisingly simple
mechanical properties can underlie the
apparently complex topological calcula-
tions performed by dividing cells. They
suggest that membrane-dependent inter-
actions linking neighboring cell mem-
branes, and microtubule-dependent in-
teractions connecting these membranes
to individual nuclei, form an integrated
mechanical network that is responsible
for maintaining geometrical order in
a growing tissue.REFERENCES
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